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OVERCOMING PROBLEMS WITH A SPRAYED Fl

-

PROBLEM

APPEARANCE

CAUSE

REMEDY

Blushing

Cloudy or milky haze in
the finish; most common
with shellac

High humidity when the finish
is applied

Maintain constant humidity and temperature in the shop. Apply finish on dry
days. Add a retarder to prevent finish
from skinning over too quickly and trapping moisture.

Checking

Grid-like, alligator-hide
cracks; most common
with varnish

Exposing the finish to sharp
changes in temperature

If the finish will be exposed to temperature extremes, use a varnish formulated
to produce a more flexible film. Control
the temperature in the area where the
finished piece will be kept.

Crazing

Fine hairline cracks, often
associated with blush or
patchy variations in the
sheen of the finish

Chemical incompatibility, usually when the sealer and topcoat contain different solvents
or have different expansion/contraction properties

Check the labels on the finishing products you are applying to ensure they are
compatible.Test for compatibility on a
scrap board before applying the finish
on the project.

Flsheye

Round blotches
or patches

Wax, oil, or other surface contamination that prevents the
finish from adhering uniformly

Clean the surface with the appropriate
solvent, such as ammonia, naphtha or
alcohol, or use a commercial fisheye
product.

Orange peel

A pebbly or bumpy surface texture like the skin
of an orange

Spraying a finish of incorrect
viscosity or from too far away
from the surface

Correct the viscosity of the finish or hold
spray gun closer to the surface.

Pinholes

Small craters or holes in
the finish

Surface contamination, excessive spraying pressure, or too
rapid drying

Ensure the surface is free of contamlnants. Reduce the sprayer's air pressure or add a retarder to the finish to
slow drying.

Run

Drops or runs similar in
appearance to raindrops
on a window

Applying too much finish

Move the gun across the surface at a
faster speed. If the problem persists,
check the sprayer feed adjustment or
the viscosity of the finish.

Sag

The finish flows to form
a wave-like pattern
of ridges.

Applying too much finish or
spraying the surface at an
inappropriate angle

Hold the gun perpendicular to the surface and move it at a slightly faster
pace. If the problem persists, check the
sprayer feed adjustment or the viscosity
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FINISHING
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NAILS

C abinetmakers
working in the 17th and
18th Centuries did not avoid nails
because they preferred all-wood joinery. It
was because iron and other metals were scarce,
while the labor required for the joinery was
cheap. Prior to the 19th Century, nails were
individually hand-forged. Then "cut" nails
appeared-wedge-shaped fasteners stamped
from thin sheets of metal and featuring great
holding power. The "penny" system that we
still use to describe nail sizes originally
reflected their cost. Round machine-made
"wire" nails were developed in the mid 19th
TYPES
OF NAILS

A

s illustrated below, there
are many kinds of nails
designed for a broad range of
applications. Both the com
mon nail and box nail have
large flat heads. Box nails are
smaller in diameter than com
mon nails of equal length,
making them less likely to split
the wood, and are often treat
ed with resin or other coatings
to enhance their holding pow
er. The most commonly used
nails in cabinetmaking are fin-
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ishing and casing nails and
the brad. Finishing nails are
fine-gauge nails that are a
good choice with hardwoods
that might be split by larger
fasteners. Casing nails are
slightly heavier-gauge, mak
ing them more prone to split
ting wood. Their cone-shaped
heads lend them greater hold
ing power. Both finishing and
casing nails are used for trim
work since their heads can be
set below the surface and
;.

Common nail
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Box nail
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Casing nail
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Finishing nail
Wire nail

➔ Brad

Century and came into common use after the
American Civil War.
Because nails are quick and easy to
install, they offer a practical way to rein
force joints that are too weak to be held by
glue alone. Examples include butt and
miter joints involving end grain. However,
there are drawbacks to using nails: Often,
they must be set below the surface and con
cealed with a filler (page 345). In addition,
chemical reactions between the acids in
some woods and the metal in nails can cause
corrosive stains.
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concealed with a filler. Brads
are small finishing nails rang
ing in length from ½ to 1 inch.
Small wire nails are sized
like brads, but they feature
flat heads.
The chart on page 363
illustrates actual sizes for
common, casing, and finish
ing nails from the 1-inch, 2d
size through the 3-inch, 1 Od
spike. (The "d" stands for
penny.) Although the old
"penny" system for express
ing nail sizes is still com
monly used, it is generally
more confusing than helpful.
For sizes up to 1 Od, it is pos
sible to use a formula for cal
culating the nail's actual
length. Divide the penny-size
by 4 and add ½ inch. For
example, a 1 Od nail is 3 inch
es long (10 divided by 4 plus
½ inch = 3 inches). The for·
mula does not work for
longer nails.

ACTUAL SIZE OF NAILS
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Hiding a nail

Rnishfng nails
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To conceal a nail head, yo11
can set the nail and cov

er the
------�
45 ). Th;, works wd/ if
the s"rfac,
will be painted, but if you
will be applying a clear fin
ish, ---there is a better way. Befor
e driving the nail, raise a
�
�
_
cur/
of wood using a sharp chi
sel, a single-edge razor bla
de, or a -----commercial blind nailer, lik
--------
e the one shown at right. T
hen
drive the nail flush with
the surface under the ,ur/
and glue the curl back dow
head. To hold the curl in
n to conceal the nail
place while the glue dries,
weight it down or hold it
Sand the surface lightly to
down with masking tape.
level it and remove any glu
e, leaving the nail's locatio
n virtually invisible.
h=I w;,h filler (pag,3
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NAILS
SPECIAL NAILS

SCREWS, BOLTS, A
ND NUTS
Skotch fastener
Used to reinforce mi ters and
butt joints; the prongs spread
as they penetrate the wood.
They have strong holding
,,_/___-#-/____,..._,
power, but a drawback is
that they are impossible
to set or conceal.

l
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Comer chevrons
Used primarily to reinforce miter joints, chevrons
have excellent resistance
to shear stress. Draw
backs are that they are
difficult ta drive and
tend to split the woad.
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STAPLES

Once used primarily by upholsterers for
holding fabric to wooden frames, staples
are often used in factories to assemble
furniture. They are best installed with an
automatic staple gun. Staples have outstanding holding power and are more

resistant to pull-through than nails.
As shown below, the wedge-shaped
points on staples are cut in various
ways. This causes the prongs to either
flare (left) or crimp (right) as they panetrate the wood.

n[TT] nCoJ

PINS AND
TACKS

Q

Escutcheon pin
A conv ex-head nail generally used for mounting
back plates and other hardware; typically avail
able in solid brass or plated steel and in various
diameters and lengths up ta ¾ inch.
Upholsterer's tack
Used to fasten fabric to wood; t he large
head preven ts pulling through the fabric.
'
Th e sharp, long-t apered point makes them
easy to drive wi th a single blow wi th a
magnetized hammer.

CLAMP NAILS

T
V

Wire upholsterer's tack
Similar to the standard upholster
er's tack, but with a nail-like point
and a round upp er shank that
improves its holding power.
Finish tack
Typically used to fasten seat cov
ers to chair frames; available in
various lengths and in a variety
of head designs.

A clamp nail is a splinelike metal fastener that is slightly
tapered so that it will draw a joint together as it is driven. As
with wood splines, both sides of the joint must be grooved
to accommodate the fastener. Clamp nails are available in
lengths from ½ inch to 2 inches. They produce an extremely
strong joint, but because the grooves must be located with
precision, they are used primarily in factory applications.
364
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crews have been used in
woodworking for
centuries. However, Until
the Industrial
Rev olution, they were
individu ally hand
crafted and designed with
blunt tips. Unlike
modern screws, they were
often imprecise
ly threaded, difficult to ins
tall, and so expen
sive that they were seld
om used except
where a remova ble faste
ner was require d.
Today, screws are the mo
st commonly used
fastener in cabinetmaking.
Because they fea
ture great holding power
and can be driven

easily with a variable-spe
ed electric drill,
they are practical and
conve nient.
As shown below, screws
are available with
a variety of head shapes
and drive configu
rations. In addition, ther
e are alternatives to
the conventional wood
screw, such as d 
ry
wall screws, and more m
odern screws with
names like "low-root"
screws, "cur-thread"
screws, and steel screws.
Some of the benefits
of these designs for woo
dworking are de
scribed on page 116.

TYPES OF DRIVE

§
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Slot
Ve,y common, but
screwdriver tip
tends to slip out of
slot and slat eventually wears under
high torsion.

Phillips
Mast common
typ e; screwdriver tip fits
recess snugly
and recess
resists stn'pping.

ANATOMY OF
A CONVENTIONAL
WOOD SCREW

@

Square-drive
(Robertson)
Ve,y common;
resists stripping
b etter than slottype, but not as
well as Phillips.

@

Hex
Used in industrial applicat ions;
not available in
wood-screw
type. Driven with
a hex wrench.

TYPES OF SCREW
HEADS

•«««@1:(a

Head
Shank

Flat
Cone-shaped head lets
you counter
sink the screw so that
the tap of the
head seats flush with
the surface or
so that the head can
be concealed
by a wood plug (page
117).

TYPES OF THREAD

S

(60")
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Quadrex
Not common;
can be driven
with ei ther
square-drive
or Phillips
driver tip.
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Round
�
Used in decorative app
lica
tions or when the scra
w head
cannot be coun tersu
nk; the
bottom of the head ra
sts flat
on the surface.
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Thread
angle
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Eight-rec ess
Used in industrial applications;
not available in
wood-screw
typ e. Requires a
special driver.

COMMON
WO OD
SCREWS

Drywall scre w
Deep threads l t it pen
et te
�
:9
some woods without
a pilot
hale; double-lead
threads
allow you to drive it
faster
th an conv ent
ional woad
scraws. Heads resist
strip- •
ping; good far fastening
ply
wood and particleboar
d. Not
available in as many
sizes as
conventional screws.

Steel screw
Low-root screw
Features knife-edge
Has a sharp-angled
threads with a
l�rger di m ter than
thread to make driv� �
the shaft so a
s1�gle drill bit can be
ing easy and fast;
used to b re
�
pilot and clearance
provides goa d resishales; corrosionresistan t. Coated with
tance to pullout
a Teflon
lubricant to facilitate
driving.
Cut-thread screw
Stronger and can be d
riven faster
than conventional woo
d screws;
resists corrosion. Has g
reat hold
ing power in hard stoc
k.
HARDWARE
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SCREWS, BOLTS, AND NUTS

SCREW GAUGE (ACTUAL SIZE)
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Hex nut
Used to tighten machine
screws; available in various
sizes and threads.

-

�
One-piece connector

Has coarse threads and a cylin

drical shank; its main advantage
is that it aligns parts as it fastens
them together.

Hanger bolt

A combination bolt/screw with Jag threads on
one end and machine threads on the other;
used in knockdown assemblies such as
mounting leg-to-rail joints. (See page 323.)
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A round nut with a knurle
d
circumference to provide outside
better grip
for tightening by hand;
less obtru
sive than wing nuts.

0

�

Toothed

Geared or scalloped
edges bite into the sur
face to prevent fastener
from turning.

�

Flat
Prevents a nut or ro und
head screw from digging
into the surface.

j

Cap nut

Used to cover exposed
screw
threads; the hex-shaped
sho
enables the nut to be tight ulder
ened.

QU/CKT/2___

Lubricating screw

threads

�
<,

Rush coun tersunk
Distributes load of coun
ter
sunk flat-head screw.

�

Sometimes referred to
as a
grommet washer; used
in dec
orative applications with
flat
or oval-head screws.

Round-head machine sc,ww
Tightened with a nut, machine
screws are used In assembling
knockdown Joints.

Square nut
Cheaper than hex nut;
used to
�ighten machine screw s. Available
m both flat and crowned
versions.

�

Countersunk

Lagscntw

PE
� N iTS

Knurled nut

@©
�

A heavy-duty hex- or square-head screw
tightened with a wrench; generally avail
able in diameters from ¼ to ½ inch and
lengths up to about 8 inches or longer.
Used in heavy-duty applications, such
as hanging kitchen cabinets or securing
parts in outdoor furniture.

Wing nut
Used in assembling kno
ckdown joints and adjustab
le
assemblies; wings enable
nut
to be tightened by hand.

TYPES OF WASHERS

�

INVENTORY
OF SCREWS
AND BOLTS

� ��

Castellated nuts
Available in flat and crow
ned versions, the notches provid
e anchorage for a cotter pin which
is installed
through a hole in the bolt to
prevent
the nut from fuming.

Split lock

Similar to a flat washer
that
been cut and bent, a lock has
washer
applies springlike pres
sure against
the nut to prevent it fro
m loosening.

_______
_

Lubricating screw
threads with paraffi
n reduces friction
and makes a
screw easier to drive,
partimlar/y in hard
wood, This help
s prevent the head
from being twistea
off the shank. Do not
we
oil
or
oth
er penetrating liq11id lubric
ants as they may stai
n the wood.

.,..--_

_----,
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KNOCKDOWN HARDWARE

M

osc woodworking joints are designed
co be both rigid and permanent. In
some instances, however, it is preferable co
fasten components together so chat they can
be adjusted or dismantled. Wood joints like
the tusk mortise-and-tenon (page 273), for
example, can be disassembled, but it is a large
and bulky joint chat may not be appropriate

KNOCKDOWN
HARDWARE FOR
WOODWORKING

in some situations. The examples of knock
down hardware illustrated below are all very
durable and easy co install and remove.
Another benefit of these fasteners is chat they
reinforce joints chat would otherwise be weak,
such as butt joints involving end grain or
assemblies using materials like particleboard
or plywood.

Screw-in nuts

�-,

?/£«&

Flanged type (above, left) is shown threaded into a pilot hole
in end grain; self-tapping threads make nut easy to install but
prevent fastener from pulling out. The thin flange prevents nut
from being driven too deep but permits a flush fit. Non-flanged
type (above, right) can be countersunk. Both types accept
standard fasteners.
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cable in the horizontal positio
n. Although hard
ware of chis type is still app
ropriate in some
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LATCHES, AND H
ASPS
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ms, modern latching device
s tend co
rive as well as practical and
durable.
pe of lacching mechanism you
choose
mplemenc the hinges (page
377) and
or knobs (page 373) you are
using.
important consi deration is
ease of
on. Some devices are flushmounted
while ochers must be fitted
into a mortise and
carefully aligned with a str
ike place.

Lift handle
with catch

A flush-mounted
catch used on large
cupboards and
chests; catch is
mortised flush to
the surface and is
released from the
strike plate when
the handle is lifted.
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Forged flush-ring catch

Used on cupboards and
chests where recessed
hardware is desirable; catc
h is mortised flush to
the surface and is release
d from the strike plate
when the ring is lifted.

Head bolt

Driven with a hex wrench into
any of the nuts or connectors
shown; has a broad head.

Bolt cap

Mounts like a capped nut to the end of a
head bolt to draw two workpieces together;
requires access to both sides of the assem
bly and is tightened using two hex wrenches.

Pedestal

Cross-dowel joint connector

Inserted into a clearance hole perpendicular
to the grain of the workpiece; as fastener is
driven through mating piece, connector must
be held steady with a screwdriver.

Magnetic catch

Magnet in catch housing
is drawn
to steel strike plate as the
door is
closed; oblong screw hol
es in the
strike plate allow for adju
stment.

Tabletop

T-nut�

Requires a clearance hole; spu,s
on the flange dig into the wood
and prevent the nut from turning
once it is tapped in place.

Forr,ec1 banjo catch
A traditional catch
used on tilt-top tables. Cat
to u nderside
ch mounts
of tabletop; strike plate
is mortised into
Pedestal on edge
opposite hinge. Pulling
spring-loaded
latch retracts
bolt
to Vertical pos from strike plate, allowing top to be tilted
ition; catch locks top in
horizontal oosition

@
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Cast cupboard catch

A traditional surfacemounted catch for
kitchen cupboards
and cabinets. Knob
is slid back to withdraw the bar.

A SAMPLING
OF CATCHES,
L ATCHES,
AND HASPS

CARD FRAMES AND C
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C

ard frames are indispensablt
ing the contents of drawers
nets, and cupboards.
Another practical accent is th,
metal corner often found on 19d

0
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Card frame comers

Used in pairs, these
comers may be
spaced to accept
labels of varying sizes.

-
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Trunk comer

Made of stamped brass or steel,
these comers feature a raised,
ball-shaped point that serves
as a glide; commonly used on
steamship trunks to raise the
bottom above damp decks.
Comer bracket

Used to reinforce inside comers,
these brackets are available in
both cast and stamped brass.

(Q)

1

C

1gs
all,
·lles,

1

hoosing the right hin
ge for the job chal
lenging task. You must
depends on both utility
cur the mortise
and style. First, for each
hinges must be mechani
hinge leaf to the correct
cally correct for the you
must align the hinge pin depth. Also,
intended application. Tra
s along the same
ditional furniture axis
to prevent the hinges fr
styles made lavish use
om binding and
of metal hardware,
enable the door to open
and this must be conside
and dose smoothly.
red in the design Fitti
ng and mounting hinges
of a piece. But many
styles of modern fur
for face-mount
ed or offset doors (page
nitu re de-e mph asize
317) is less demand
hing es as style ele 
ing. Several of the hinges
ment s. This is refle cted
shown can be used
in the increased in
such applications.
popularity of partially or
totally concea led
If your project requires
varietie s such as knife,
hinges, choose the
sos s, and bac k har
dware early in the process.
mounted offset hinges.
Advance plan
ning will enable you to
Installing butt hinges tha
acc ommodate the
t need to be mor hing
es and any required mor
tised, such as on flush-m
tises during the
ounted doors, is a con
struction of the piece.
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Cast card frame and pull

Designed for mounting on the
face of a drawer, this brass
casting features a simple finger
pull and a windowed frame that
accepts a slip-in label card.

Usually made of stamped brass and
mounted with screws or escutcheon pins,
card frames of this type are often used on
file cabinet drawers and parts cabinets in
shops and other workrooms.

METAL
CORNERS

\

�

CARD FRAMES
FORWOOD
FURNITURE

Pressed card frame

HINGES

0

W

Light-duty campaign comer

Similar to heavy-duty comers,
but featuring scrolled edges;
typically used on small chests
and cases.

Comer plate

Used to strengthen
the joints in campaign
furniture, these rein
forcing plates are also
available in T, cross,
and strap formats.

Decorative finial-tipped
hinge traditionally
used on clock cases.
Features a pin that
permits the door to
be lifted off without
unscrewing either half
of the hinge.

(Q)

Door

Cabinet

Heavy-duty campaign comer

Made of polished brass, these
protective comers are a key
component of campaignstyle furniture.

0
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Designed to mount to the
top and bottom of
doors; especially useful in
cabinets with narrow
stiles that will not acc
ommodate surface
mounted hinges. Avai
lable in standard straight
designs that can be tota
lly concealed or with an
offset pin to minimize clea
rance problems.

Clock-case hinge

(Q)

INVENTORY

Knife hinges

01

(0
376

Pressed cabinet hing
e

A partially concealed
hinge common
ly used on cabinets;
mounts to the
back of the door and the
face of the
cabinet. Available in m
any styles and
designs for use on eithe
r overlay or
lip-rabbeted doors; also
available in
self-closing spring-loade
d versions.

0
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Pian o hinge

A continuous hinge
commonly used for
m ounting heavy lids
such as on chests.
Available in lengths up
to 6 feet; can be cut to
appropriate length.

Adjustab le hinge

Can be used on flush-mo
unted and inset doors,
and is com
pletely hidden when door
is closed; features a 1
oo• opening
and is spring-loaded to
lock in the fully open or
closed posi
tions, eliminating the
need for catches. Can be
adjusted up
to ¾ inch horizontally,
vertically, and sideways
after installa
tion; allows door to be re
moved without losing adju
stment.

Soss hinge

A concealed hinge for
use on
flush-mounted doors;
available
in several designs, thes
e hinges
are mortised into the
edges of
the door and stile.

HAR DWARE
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HINGES
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INVENTORY
OF HINGES
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Countertop hinge
°
A wide, heavy�duty strap-type hinge with a 180
stop; the leEJves are joined by a link plate rather
than a pin. Used to hinge a section of countertop
so that it can be swung over an adjoining section;
mortised flush with the upper surface.

@@ ©@
Decorative hinge
Also known as a butterfly
hinge; a pressed, face-mount
ed hinge used on small cabi
nets and cases.

Loose-pin ball-tip hinge
The removable pin in this butt
hinge enables a door to be lifted
off without unfastening either hinge
leaf; one ball threads onto the pin
like a cap nut. Mortised into the
door and stile edges.
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Rule-joint hinge
A back-mounted hinge designed
for drop-leaf tables; mortised flush
with the lower surface. To produce
a rule joint, see page 288.

Butler's tray hinge
Traditionally used on butler's
trays to allow the sides and
ends to swing down, forming
a flat table; mortised flush
with the surface.

0 0

Desk hinge
A narrow back-mounted strap hinge
commonly used on lift-lid desks; mor
tised flush with the surface.

Back-flap hinge
A heavy-duty hinge used
primarily on lids; the wide
leaves provide consider
able strength.

0
0
0

Fixed-pin butt hinge
The standard butt hinge tradition
ally used for flush-mounted doors;
features two flat leaves connected
by a fixed pin. Mortised into the
door and stile edges.

o�o
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Fall-flap hinge
Used to raise and lower
the writing surface of a
drop-lid secretary; must
be mortised flush into
the adjoining surfaces.

Card table hinge
A back-mounted hinge used
on fold-down tables; features
a 180° stop that prevents the
table leaf from being raised past
the horizontal position. Mortised
flush with the surface.
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eyed cabine1
cabinet doo
·ailable early in the
their contents. Bu
; you wiII be able to
decorative escucche
any required mormencs in many c
1 the piece.
___,. =�c:mo11es often compris
Traditional desks ai ---·�•a
e three sep
uc:s otten have a arate pie
ces: a bole assembly mortis
decidedly unfinished look if
ed into
these embeIIish the back
face of the door or drawer; a
ments are omitted. Locks com
stri ke
e in many vari pla ce mo
rtis ed int o the carcase adj
eties and most of them are
oining
reproductions of the bol t;
and an esc utcheo n, which
18th- and 19th-Century design
sur 
s. If you wish rounds the
keyhole in the front face of
co incorporcace a lock in your pro
the
ject, it is a good door or drawer
.
Pressed escutcheon
Usually made of
stamped brass, this
type of decorative
escutcheon is fas
tened in place with
escutcheon pins.
Plate
escutcheon
Similar to the pressed esc
utcheon,
but of cast or forged con
struction
and heavier.

0
Lift-off hinge
Similar to a fixed-pin butt hinge,
except that the bayonet-type pin
enables a door to be removed
without unfastening the hinge
leaves; mortised into the door
and stile edges.

Hhinge
A flat-leaf hinge designed to be
mounted on the face of flush
brass,
mounted doors; available In
e s,
finish
r
othe
and
iron,
ght
wrou
gn
desi
t
offse
an
in
Also available
for lip-rabbeted doors.

ESCUTCHEONS

Covered escutcheon
Available in many sty/es,
this escutcheon features
a pivoting cover plate to
protect the keyhole.

iJii

Extruded escutcheons
Fit into keyhole; protect
the face
of the drawer or door from
being
damaged by the key.

[ U@U@]

Door/drawer locks
Used on flush-mounted
doors or inset
drawers; post and built-in
escutcheon must
be mortised through surf
ace. Available in
bot h right- and left-hand
versions.

Escutcheon handle
An escutcheon plate that
incorporates a ring pull;
usually used on small draw

ers where a separate knob
or handle is inappropriate
.

oo

LOCKS,
KEVS,AND
ESCUTCHEONS
FORWOOD
FURNITURE

Locks by means of
spring-loaded double
levers which engage
the strike plate.

i

Jewelry box lock
A small back-mortised
lock, usually featuring
a center post key.
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Sliding doorltambour lock
Register pin engages with
the strike
plate as the door is closed
to ensure
the hook-type locking mec
hanism is
correctly aligned.

O

Main part of lock is backmortised into chest; strik
e
plate is attached to carcase. Often used with an
extruded escutcheon.
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SLIDES AND SWIVELS

S

rails were installed to accommodate
lides and swivels are used to reduce fric wooden
components. The use of metal and
tion in furniture and cabinets with mov sliding
iction plastic hardware for this purpose
ing parts. This type of hardware includes low-fr
vely new development--and in many
sliding door tracks, drawer slides, and swivels is a relati
improvement. The strength and
vast
a
ways
for shelves and their contents. Before the intro
lation of metal and plastic hard
instal
of
ease
duction of metal hardware, tracks and slides
are benefits. (Other drawer-mounting
were usually an integral part of the cabinetry: ware
are illustrated on page 313.)
ns
optio
Grooves or rabbets were cut into the case or

DOOR TRACKS

SWIVELS
AND DRAWER
SLIDES

Chair seat swivel
A heavy-duty version of the
Lazy Susan bearing designed
with a 3 ° pitch between the
mounting plates; used to
mount the seats on swivel
chairs and bar stools.

"Lazy-Susan" bearing
Consists of two mounting plate
s
separated by ball bearings; enab
le
shelves to be rotated inside their
cabinets, making the contents
of
shelves in comer cupboards
more accessible.

w

Slide glides
An inexpensive plastic bracket
fastened to the back of
a drawer and designed to slide
over a wooden track
fastened to the carcase; brac
ket reduces friction and
prevents the drawer from tippi
ng down when opened.

Sliding door track
Sold in pairs to accommodate
wood or glass doors; the upper
track is deeper than the lower
one so that the panels can be
lifted into the upper track and
inserted into the lower track.

o,eo
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Side-mounted drawer slide
s
Consists of two tracks with
fixed
nylon rollers. One track is mou
nted
to the drawer side and the othe
r to
the inside of the cabinet; used
in pairs
to support the drawer on both
sides.

Rail-type door track
Similar to the sliding door track,
except that the bottoms of the
doors must be grooved to fit
over the rails.
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TV slide swivel
Typically used in entertain
ment cabinets to support TV
sets; allows the set to be
drawn forward and rotated.

Roller track
A heavy-duty track with
to
rollers or bearings
pr/·
reduce friction; used
t
marily on closet or tsrg
rs.
storage-cabinet doo

•

Concealed side
mounted drawer slides
A side-mounted system featu
ring
a roller trolley plate mounted to
the back ends of the drawer sides
;
the plate remains in the cabi

net when the drawer is opened.
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Center-mounted drawer slide
A concealed slide system typic
ally used
on kitchen cabinets and vani
ties. One
track mounts to the bottom
of the drawer,
which slides over the other track
mounted
to the frame of the cabinet;
easy to install,
but the drawer must be sized
to provide
adequate clearance.
t:)

t:)
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CASTERS, GLIDES, AND LEG TIPS

T

he hardware shown below and on page
385 is both functional and decorative.
Casters and glides enable heavy cabinets,
tables, and chairs to be moved easily. Leg tips
protect floors; and some also incorporate a
height adjustment feature to level furniture on
uneven floors.
With each of these types of hardware, style
is often an important consideration as well.

In some instances, it virtually dictates the
type of hardware you select. For example,
brass leg tips are an integral part of some
neoclassical designs and were used exten
sively by 19th-Century masters such as
Duncan Phyfe. The examples illustrated in
this section are an assortment of both tradi
tional and modern designs that are readily
available and easy to install.

CASTERS
AND GLIDES

CASTERS
AND GLIDES

... _____________ __
Portable stand casters
The off-center pivot point of these cast
ers enables the wheel to swivel into the
line of travel; available in plate-mounted
versions (left) and slip-shaft models
(right). The slip shaft caster features a
wheel lock that can be engaged and
released with toe pressure.

Brass roller cast
ers
Traditional polish
ed brass casters
used on tables
and serving carts.
Available with roun
d or square
cup-shaped mou
ntings (left) or
threaded-shaft
mountings (right);
wheel diameters
range from
1 inch to 2 inc
.hes.

LEG TIPS AN
D
LEVELERS

Cast brass leg-tip casters
Typically on 19th-Century pedestal leg
tables, these leg types with attached
casters mount over the feet; the ani
mal claw design (right) was often
used by Duncan Phyfe.
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Decorative
cast brass foot
Used on small
boxes, clo ck cas
es, lamps,
and other accent
pieces; commonly
used
on late 19th-C
entury Victorian
pieces.
Available in plate
-mounted version
s,
as shown, or
lag-shaft mountin
gs.

Brass foot cap
Installed over the
foot of a
pedestal leg as
a decorative
treatment; made
of cast brass
and available in
animal-claw
and other desig
ns.
Round cast foot
cap
Protective cap slips
over
the foot of a stra
ight or
tapered leg.

Furniture glide
Enables tables and
chairs
to slide easily on
uncar
peted floors with
out caus
ing damage; av
ailable with
nylon or metal he
ads with
tack-type mountin
gs.

�

Leveling glide
Similar to standa
rd furniture glid
es, except
the shaft threads
into a flange mou
nted in
the bottom of the
leg; this allows for
adjust
ing the height
of the glide.
HARDWARE
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HOOKS

H

oaks and pegs for hanging clothes,
utensils, and other household items are
important style elements in many wood
working projects. Hooks mounted to the
inside of wardrobes, on hat racks, or inside
cupboards are not only useful, they also add

INVENTORY
OF HOOKS

�

a distinctive look to a piece. Brass hooks in
various styles were common fixtures in the
entry halls of Victorian homes and peg rails
are so tied to Shaker decor that a room with
out them just does not seem to provide the
proper setting for other Shaker pieces.

Brass wardrobe hooks
Ball-tipped polished brass clothes hooks
used in armoires and closets; available in
both single-prong and double-prong
varieties and in various sizes.

�

Shaker peg
Popularized by the Shakers, this mushroom-tipped,
turned wooden peg is typically 3½ inches Jong; the
round tenon is tapped into a hole bored in a wall rail.
Many Shaker accent pieces, such as shelves, sconces,
clocks, small chairs, and other light furniture, were
designed to be hung up out of the way on these pegs.

�

HELPERS

supposed to work.
Many of the illustra388
tions of the jigs sug395
gest dimensions for
397
building them. You
--··•.::, -•t,""
402
may
need to adapt
you perform certain
Shop Accessories
406
these dimensions to
tasks more efficiently
Tool Extensions and Tables
410
suit
your tools and
and accurately, or will
the particular needs
eliminate the need to
of
your projects.
change a tool's standard adjustmen
t. Others
The chapter organizes the jigs acc
ording
enable repetitive tasks to be carried
out quick to their purpose. For
exa
mp
le,
jigs used for
ly and with consistent results. Stil
l others are cutting with power
saws and handsaws are
designed to make operations safe
r. Some jigs grouped together,
beginning on page 388.
accomplish all of these objectives
at once. A Drilling jigs are sho
wn on pages 395 and
jig can take the form of a hastily
fashioned 396, while gluing and
clamping devices are
guide aimed at solving a onetime pro
blem; or described starting on
page 397. Jigs designed
it can be a truly ingenious contrap
tion des to be used with the rou
ter are presented on
tined for repeated use. One feature
all of the pages 402 through 405
. The balance of the
jigs in this chapter share is that the
y are rel chapter shows how to
bui
ld and use a range
atively simple to build and conven
ient to use. of useful shop accessor
ies, ranging from sim
Since most jig s mu st be custom
-made ple push sticks and feather
boards to relatively
to fit a specific tool, this chapte
r describes complex, freestandin
g shop aids like router
design principles and explains how
a jig is tables and roller stands.
II
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Metal cupboard hooks ------I�
Cup hook ffeft) and L hook (right) used for
hanging cups, keys, and utensils inside
cupboards; typically made of bent brass
wire with screw-thread shanks.
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